
APPENDIX 5
THE MOST COMMON 
STRATEGY EXECUTION 
ISSUES AND THEIR 10 
GOVERNING PRINCIPLES

Section 5.1 described the MUST HAVES Building Block and emphasized 
the need for organizations to tailor their approach and expertise to the 
dominant issue they face. This appendix lists the main principles 
governing each of the five big issues an organization may face during 
strategy execution. These five issues are: 

• Sales 
• Lean 
• Post-Merger Integration and Holding Synergy
• Structure and Governance
• Culture and Conduct
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THE 10 MAIN PRINCIPLES 
GOVERNING SALES

1. Know Your Sales Division’s Basic Facts
1 Main Structure, ‘Cut’:

a What is your market share?
b What market position are you aiming for?
c How deep is your market penetration?
d What are the market dynamics, what have they been historically and 

how are they likely to develop in the future? Is there significant 
fluctuation, and if so, why?

2 Competition
a Who are your main competitors? What is their market share?
b What is their strategy?

3 Consumer Behavior
a What are the main drivers behind your sales?
b Who influences the decision to buy? How does this influence 

manifest itself?
c Is there a lot of fluctuation in your customer base and are you losing 

customers (attrition)? If so, why? 
4 KPIs

a Sales per product category (or per customer segment)
b Gross margin and net margin, if available
c What is your credit note to order ratio?
d What is your quote to order conversion rate?
e What is your delivery to stock/delivery to project ratio? 
f How many complaints are received per month?
g How many clients a day does an individual salesperson visit?
h How many salespeople work as inside sales reps?
i How many of your people work as outside sales reps?
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5 Organization
a How is your sales division  structured?
b How are the roles divided between inside and outside sales?
c What are your people’s sales pitches generally aiming to achieve?
d What outbound sales services does your inside sales force perform?
e How much time (in percentage of total work time) do your inside 

and outside sales teams devote to prospects, existing customers 
and other parties in the sales chain?

2. Set Clear, Sharply-Defined Goals
Your goal is to create a smarter, more professional organization that 
runs on enthusiasm and drive.

1 Restructure your sales division so it:
a best serves your most important customers;
b serves customers who contribute little or nothing to your results as 

cost-efficiently as possible (or not at all);
c identifies, selects and optimally serves prospects.

2 Identify sales opportunities in your existing customer base in order to:
a leverage all cross-selling potential;
b leverage all opportunities in specific customer segments.

3 Optimize your processes and divisional structure to make it as 
effective and efficient as possible.

4 Create a simple, clear management structure.
5 Foster enthusiasm and professionalism on your sales team(s) and 

make sure your salespeople: 
a take ownership of the project and deliverables;
b understand and apply the new way of working and know how to 

explain it to their co-workers;
c learn from the project and are able to professionalize further under 

their own steam;
d enjoy their work more and feel more successful.

3. Identify the Breakthrough
a Breakthrough potential should be the core of your sales process.
b Here are the areas where you can typically find a breakthrough and 

increase your productivity or profit.
c Effective sales time: just 30% of all your activity is sales. The other 

70% makes no direct contribution to sales.
d Order processing: order/contract processing is too time consuming.
e Alignment: effective collaboration between roles and departments 

requires too much time and effort.
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f Reactive thinking: a lack of proactiveness creates too few 
opportunities.

g Customer focus: account managers spend too much time on the 
wrong customers.

h Conversion: offer to contract ratio is too low.
i Pareto principle: 20% of your customers generate 80% of your sales 

turnover.
j Segmentation: different customer segments are lumped together in 

the same system.

4. Analyze and Restructure Your Entire Sales Model, From 
Strategy to Performance

Sales Strategy
a Mission, vision and core values
b Market definition, market share and positioning
c Strategic goals and horizon
d Competition strategy 
e Segmentation and differentiated service concepts
f Portfolio and proposition
g Revenue model and pricing
h Multi-channel mix
i Service level differentiation
j Strategy substantiation and operationalization
k Linkage to company strategy

Sales Process
a Customer focus
b Process differentiation, standardization and optimization
c Added value
d Collaboration with other departments

Structure and Governance
a Marketing and sales force: size, roles and responsibilities
b Planning and performance management (including forecasting, 

territory/ account planning, lead management, partner 
management)

c Sales and margin results and development per customer, segment, 
channel and product or product category

d Customer satisfaction, retention and acquisition
e Sales funnel dynamics (conversion into activities and lead time)
f Target-setting variables and commission / bonus return
g Predictability and stability, cash flow
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h Realizing positioning potential
i Effectiveness of lead generation tools

HRM
a Coaching / mentoring
b Leadership
c Bonus / commission tables
d Profiles 
e Development
f Effectiveness of sales team

Technology and resources
a Account management methodology
b Sales performance management methodology
c IT use, business alignment and integration
d Standardized formats
e Customer and market data (business intelligence and KPI 

dashboards and reports)

Knowledge & data
a Product and services knowledge
b Social selling knowledge
c Corporate knowledge

5. Make Digital Sales and Marketing the Spearhead of Your 
Sales Strategy 

Customer-oriented processes 
Digitalization heightens the customer’s total value perception. That’s 
the main reason why digitization is necessary. This has an impact on 
every process in your organization. Every digitizable process should be 
digitalized. While increasing customer value perception, digital 
technology and tools have another, distinct advantage: they increase 
the speed and efficiency of every process in the value chain.

Processes: Customer processes are the customer-perceived value. In 
digital business processes, the customer journey is the main driver. 
McKinsey consultants always base their key conclusions on a firm 
foundation. They prove that you can significantly improve the customer 
journey by digitalizing processes. Their clients report increases of up to 
20% in customer satisfaction. But the best thing is that they also see a 
10 to 15% growth in revenue as well as cost reductions of 15 to 20%. 
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This increase in customer satisfaction is a direct result of new and 
better ways of fulfilling customers’ needs. The customer journey must 
drive all processes, but especially when digitalizing those processes. 
Every process must contribute to the perceived value that customers 
seek. Well-thought-out and well-executed digital innovation satisfies 
customers’ deeper needs, builds community and enhances the 
perceived value.

What’s happening here is fundamental. Customer perception deter-
mines your product’s value and hence is the product. The traditional 
marketing paradigm was all about creating customer loyalty by keeping 
them within the circle. In essence, this is a negative approach in which 
the company drives up switching costs, diverts customers’ attention 
from alternatives and pushes customers towards the needs the 
company can meet. In the new marketing paradigm, you take a deep 
breath and accept that customers have, and deserve, the right to switch 
providers any time they please.

Organizations have to anticipate this as best they can and seize any 
opportunity they see. But one promising fact is that in the digital era, 
the number of interactions with customers increases from 3 to 11. The 
trick is to devise new revenue models that can capitalize on the oppor-
tunities this opens up.

Most business processes have been automated. Similarly, digitalization 
has everything to do with the need for automation. It cuts both ways: if 
well executed, automation enables you to leverage scaling and 
efficiency. For example, automation makes it possible to increase 
efficiency by means of deduplication, data collection at the source of 
every key process, elimination of errors and the decrease of lead and 
processing times by straight-through processing.

6. Base Your Analyses on Hypotheses
Time Spent Analyses are comprehensive and time-consuming, but 
provide many useful insights.

Hard insights
Insight into the time every department spends
a Time spent per task
b Number of tasks
c Number of interruptions
d Time spent per channel
e Time spent per product
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f Time spent per region
g Time spent per type of customer
h Insight into how every department communicates

• Media used
•  Communication per type of customer

Soft insights
a Awareness of the time required for each task
b Generates a sense of urgency

7. Make Customer Segmentation and Service Concept 
Differentiation a Main Focus of Your Sales Strategy

Segmentation is based on the generally accepted idea that ‘the more 
important the customer, the harder you’ll work for them’.
a Segmentation is comprised of two elements:

• Identifying customers’ relative importance 
• Determining the lengths to which you will go for them

b Segmentation is meant to utilize your sales resources more 
efficiently and effectively by:
• giving your sales efforts a clear focus; making clear which sales 

tools should be used for each type of customer 
• turning strategic choices into executable sales activities

The value-added method is a tangible operationalization of the 
customer segmentation idea. 
a A customer’s relative importance is determined by plotting the 

customer’s current value and future value on the two axes.
b Sample categorization of segments:

• Embrace / care for / build / dismiss, analyze critically
• Build prospects / analyze prospects critically

c Decide which customers you want to serve in the same way by 
subdividing them further:

d Segment existing customers based on their current and future value
• Segment prospects based on their potential value (current value 

= 0)
• Using potential value enables a directional customer approach 
• Current and future value result from criteria, based on 

elementary or Boolean algebra
e Link your customer segmentation to service concepts by defining 

which sales instruments are to be used for each segment. By 
establishing service concepts, you can estimate the time and money 
spent on each customer.
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8. Check Whether the New Way of Working Enhances Your Two 
Key Levers: Effectiveness and Efficiency

Sales Excellence Program increases sales by optimizing sales effecti-
veness and returns. The formula for sales excellence is:

Sales effectiveness increases profit
+
Return on sales processes, reduction of sales costs
=
Sales Excellence, Improving your sales results

9. Write Your Business Case
Your business case quantifies the qualitative breakthroughs, sets 
targets and establishes an outlook for the organization.

10. Apply the Accelerators in This Book to Your Specific Sales 
Issues.
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THE 10 PRINCIPLES OF 
LEAN

1. VALUE: specify the added value for the customer
Determine what the customer perceives as value; that’s the ultimate 
test and guiding principle in Lean.
Explanation: many organizations never identify their customers’ needs, 
let alone base their decisions on these needs. Organizations that do 
identify their customers’ needs, seldom bother to ask their customers 
whether they got it right. Note that internal customers are also consi-
dered customers.

2. VALUE CHAIN: define all activities in the process
List every step in the end-to-end process, identify where value is 
created and map out the value stream.
Explanation: this is about every step in the chain, so every activity 
performed to deliver the product or service (from design, to delivery, to 
after-sales service). A value stream map shows how processes are 
interrelated, which is useful for determining the order of optimization 
initiatives.

3. FLOW: remove all excess activities 
Make sure the products and information can flow freely through the 
processes. Identify and eliminate waste and shorten the lead time. Use 
TIM WOODS (Transport, Inventory, Movement, Waiting, Overpro-
duction, Overprocessing, Defects, Skills) to identify possible waste.
Explanation: flow improves lead times and quality while reducing costs. 
Any activity that does not contribute directly to added customer value 
is cut from the process. The remaining activities are designed so that 
the product or service can flow freely towards the (internal) customer.
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4. PULL: customer-driven production system
Introduce one-piece flow, and pivot from push to pull. On demand 
production means the customer at the very end of the production 
chain pulls the product through all the steps of the production 
process. 
Explanation: the customer triggers the start of your business processes. 
As soon as the customer triggers the process, activity 1 (e.g. order 
processing) is executed. This triggers activity 2 (e.g. availability check), 
and so on. This ensures that work begins only when necessary. Traditio-
nally, batch production is considered more efficient, but practice has 
proven otherwise. Batch production should be reduced in favor of one 
piece flow.

5. PDCA: strive for perfection 
Apply the PDCA (Plan-Do-Check-Act) circle to processes. Strive for 
continuous waste reduction and continuous improvement (Kaizen). 
Explanation: organizations introduce several smaller improvement 
projects where necessary. They take many small steps, and sometimes 
a few bigger steps, and stay the course for several years. This is 
preferable to introducing a very big project every few years whose 
results often disappoint. Perfection is obviously out of reach, but it is 
about having a mindset that is focused on long-term improvement and 
gradually getting better. That’s where Lean is at its best and helps to 
improve organization and results. 

6. ‘Go to Gemba’: go to the source
Focus on the root causes when looking for solutions to bottlenecks 
and start looking for ways to improve the situation at the source (Go 
to Gemba), where it happens and with the people who do the work.
Explanation: it is helpful to follow and analyze a product or service’s 
route through the different departments (walk the process).

7. First reduce variation, then improve performance
When improving processes, first aim for increasing reliability of these 
processes (reducing variation), and only then set your sights on 
improving their performance (shifting the average).
Explanation: this leads to structural improvements instead of a zigzag 
line.

8. Visualize
Visualize performance, bottlenecks and solutions as much as possible. 
Explanation: this helps to retain people’s focus, collaboration and 
follow-up. Don’t hide data in a process, manual or system, but provide 
visual information where people need it (on a need-to-know basis). 
There are powerful visual aids that can help convey the information, like 
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drawings, photos, yellow lines, flashing lights (Andon lights), impro-
vement boards, dashboards, and so on. 

9. Adopt the DMAIC approach and choose Lean tools 
carefully

Use DMAIC on improvement projects and consciously choose when to 
use (or not to use) particular Lean tools.
Explanation: DMAIC is a project-based approach to solving a problem 
whose cause and solutions have not yet been determined. The five 
phases of this approach—Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve and 
Control—make up the acronym DMAIC. A DMAIC project has a clearly 
defined beginning and end. It is systematic, structured and fact-based. 
Quantification and statistical evidence enable empirical decisions rather 
than emotional or conjecture-based choices. 

Explanation: there are many Lean tools (e.g. Voice-of-the-Customer, 
Value Stream Mapping, 5S, waste analyses) that are suitable for impro-
vement projects with specific purposes. The trick is to select the right 
tools for the right purpose. Note: many of these tools have been 
borrowed from other disciplines, such as statistics, logistics, risk 
management, change management, et cetera.

10. Lean Leadership
a Lean leaders solve dilemmas based on long-term customer needs.
b Leadership includes common sense, a fresh outlook and the ability 

to listen and ask open questions!
c If leaders properly do their job, they get teams that serve their 

customers while continuously improving. 
d Lean leaders have an eye for the human dimension when organizing 

work and foster discipline in carrying it out. 
e Continuously improving and learning teams need a coaching, 

service-minded leader.
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THE 10 PRINCIPLES OF 
POST-MERGER 
INTEGRATION AND 
HOLDING SYNERGY

1. Develop a common strategy
Strive for a game plan that clearly indicates how you will work together 
to bolster your competitive position. The main question is: where is the 
potential for synergy and how can it be achieved?
a Are the business units’ strategies so similar that any corresponding 

core competencies could help generate a lasting competitive 
advantage?

a Do any of the units possess unique core competencies that would 
enable you to outperform the competition?

a Could these core competencies improve performance in other 
business units’ value chains to such an extent that it makes sense to 
invest time and energy into organizing an exchange?

a What role do the holding and business unit managers play in order 
to achieve synergy?

a How do you garner and maintain the necessary support?

(change)

Aligning leadership behind the vision 
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2. Ensure that post-merger integration is explicitly included in 
your due diligence audit

a Achieving synergy in mergers and acquisitions starts with guaran-
teeing a focus on integration from the very get-go in the preparation 
of a deal. This is equally true of hard and soft aspects of integration.

3. Decide what kind of integration you want for each business 
unit

There are two main variables that determine the shape and extent of 
integration: the desire for organizational autonomy and the need for 
strategic coherence. When combined, these variables can result in four 
types of integration:
a Preservation 
b Symbiosis 
c Holding
d Absorption

4. Begin by disentangling 
In many cases, integration is preceded by a process of disentanglement. 
This presents the following challenges:
a Guaranteeing continuity during the entire transition, preventing 

chaos and customer and employee churn
b Minimalizing dis-synergy
c Guaranteeing effective collaboration between buyer and seller 

during the transition

5. Set goals and action plan for Day 1 and for the first 100 
days

Day 1 of a merger or acquisition is crucial for several reasons.
a It’s the day when the transaction actually comes to fruition in all 

respects (balance sheet, transfer of shares, legal/managerial merger, 
etc.)

b It is necessary to maintain value during the merger/acquisition.
• No disruptions from Day 1 on as a result of the operational 

transition
• The operation remains under control from Day 1
• Customer and employee retention 

c Day 1 is when the tone is set and expectations are raised.
d Preparations for this day focus on six areas:

a Completing the transaction: legal transfer, completing the deal 
financially, dealing with fiscal issues

b Interim management: senior management, changes in reporting 
lines, governance processes
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c Control of finances: authorizations, management reporting, 
outstanding payments

d Customers and suppliers: keeping customers satisfied, dealing with 
terms and conditions, change of control clauses

e Employees: retention plan, pension plan, consultation
f Communication: with both workforces, with key customers and 

suppliers, with the media and various stakeholders
g The first 100 days are crucial.

a Make use of momentum, everyone expects change
b Create clarity for stakeholders as quickly as possible
c Restore full focus on ongoing business as soon as possible 

6. Guarantee basic conditions for integration
Ensure that the main tasks are lined up and the people who are going 
to carry them out are ready for action at the start of the mobilization 
phase.
a There is a shared vision, strategic intention and priorities
b The leaders have been appointed, it is clear who is accountable for 

what
c Organizational principles and frameworks are clear and specific
d Project structure, organization and assignments are clear
e Everyone knows what method and techniques will be used
f A project management office has been established
g Consistent use of formation and financial data has been established 
h Teams are engaged and ready to go.

7. Organize processes separately if necessary, shared 
wherever possible 

The motto for the processes should be: focus where necessary, shared 
if possible. Decide how high you want to raise the bar for shared 
processes.
Make more room for focus if:

a the PMC has many brands and products with individual identities in 
the market; 

b the PMC needs more freedom to operate effectively in the market; 
c the processes define the PMC’s identity.

Make more room for shared processes if:

a the need for efficiency and economies of scale is paramount;
b manageability is a priority;
c the processes do not define the PMC’s identity;
d the processes require hard-to-find expertise.
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8. Mobilize resources and management focus 
Resources and management’s attention must be focused on: 
a achieving synergy (quick wins, cost-cutting, profit/margin growth);
b creating conditions conducive to collaboration (coherent business 

model, common vision, cooperative spirit and conditions);
c guaranteeing that the store is minded during renovations (business 

as usual, value retention, customer retention, key employee 
retention); 

d managing stakeholder relations: with customers, employees, share-
holders, etc. 

Ensure adequate management

a Set clear priorities.
b Safeguard the hard aspects of integration (monitoring progress and 

tracking synergy).
c Safeguard the soft aspects of integration (identification with the 

PMC’s new identity, willingness to work together, ownership and 
consensus, integration of cultures, development of competencies).

d Manage the risks.

Prepare for several integration ‘waves’ 
Why?

a To make use of unexpected opportunities for synergy. 
b To adjust to new market conditions.
c To capitalize on a growing understanding of each other’s business. 
d How?Periodical assessments (post-acquisition reviews)
e Gradually shift from integration to optimization, with greater 

emphasis on:
• Optimizing leadership (1 team, empowerment)
• Creating a single identity and a collaborative climate
• Optimizing holding synergies
• Streamlining ways of working and implementing best practices

9. Analyze goals and synergy
Synergy is the interaction that makes the whole worth more than the 
sum of its parts. Horizontal synergy refers to achieving permanent, 
substantial cost reductions and/or higher margins due to improved 
differentiation in one or (preferably) more divisions made possible by 
cooperation of decentralized entities and subsidiaries/business units.

Vertical synergy refers to the creation of added value through actions 
in the relationship between holding/division management and 
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operating company, or between senior management and individual 
business units.

Use the four main categories of synergy. If you want synergy to be 
manageable, you need to dissect it. This is how we arrive at the 
following types of synergies:
a Sales synergy
• Cross-selling: selling products and/or services to each other’s 

customers
• Combined product development: combining products and/or 

services to create unique solutions
• Shared sales skills: use the stronger sales expertise in company a to 

improve the sales performance in company b 
• Strengthened market position: profit from a strong market position 

by using the strongest company image, shedding excess capacity, 
or making more profitable deals with retailers or customers

• Improved geographical coverage: serving extra customers by incre-
asing physical presence (multiregionally or multinationally)

• Forward integration: ensuring continued demand by creating extra 
or exclusive distribution channel 

b Investment synergy
• Lower investment burden thanks to common use of plants, 

production facilities, R&D, knowledge
• More centralized, cheaper financing (depending on holding’s credit 

rating), cheaper access to information or know-how 

c Operational synergy
• Better utilization of staff and assets
• Economies of scale on the job market for the recruitment of 

management talent (lower recruitment costs)
• Exchange of management talent (imposed by the holding)
• Exchanging knowledge about new trends such as logistical solutions 

and software development and use
• Using international infrastructure
• Mutual supply without paying free market transaction costs  
• Economies of scale
• Using each other’s know-how
• Joint purchasing 
• Centralization of support: security services, catering, accounting, 

HR, training, ICT, legal, administrative systems, market research
• Joint projects: R&D, market research, etc.

d Management synergy
• Improved performance thanks to challenges set by holding
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• Better and more effective interaction between Executive Board and 
Supervisory Board

• Better and more effective interaction between Executive Board and 
operating companies and business units regarding strategic positi-
oning and periodical planning and control

• Improved decision making by senior management thanks to 
experience in other, related industries

• Joint reporting and governance costs, sharing the cost of funda-
mental research between operating companies 

• Benefiting from investments in company brand name
• High quality staff
• Better management due to holding’s larger critical mass and higher 

level of development 
• Operating companies accept bigger financial risks in relation to 

customers and innovation, increasing the odds of achieving 
breakthroughs

• Greater continuity and faster growth of cash flow than stand-alone
• Support in complex situations; wider network
• More powerful external organization: more political clout, better 

able to stand up to trade unions
• Better able to defend itself against sudden moves by competitors

10. Specify the holding’s role
a The group or holding serves as financier, manager and strategist.
• Strategic planning
• Planning and control (business planning cycle)
• Allocator of capital across units, portfolio management
• Creating and maintaining a group image
• Formulating a group mission 
• Identifying, cultivating and exploiting core competencies
• Management development programs
• Utilization of the relationships between units

b The holding can add more value than separate divisions.
• Better strategy
• Cheaper access to funding
• Purchasing power
• Geographical presence 
• Power in relation to buyers
• Management development
• Increased size for shareholders
• Economies of scale (knowledge, manufacturing, marketing, etc.)
c number of questions and business criteria can help you determine 

what role you want the holding to play.
• Does the business portfolio encompass a wide range of activities?
• What links are there between the business units?
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• What opportunities for synergy are there?
• How do problems in one or more business units affect the holding 

(risk assessment)?
• How mature is the organization?
• What is the business units’ performance level?
• What are the dynamics in the industry?

d Two main variables determine the shape and extent of integration:
• the need for organizational autonomy;
• the need for strategic coherence.
• In different combinations, these lead to four types of integration: 

preservation, symbiosis, holding and absorption.

Sources: G.J. Wijers, Horizontale synergie (Koninklijke Van Gorcum/Stichting 

Management Studies, 1994), Hans van Londen, De waarde en waarden van concerns 

(Koninklijke Van Gorcum/Stichting Management Studies, 1998) and Michael Goold & 

Andrew Campbell, Synergy: Why Links Between Business Units Often Fail and How to 

Make Them Work (Capstone Publishing, 1998) 
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THE 10 PRINCIPLES OF 
AGILE STRUCTURE AND 
GOVERNANCE (S&G)

To a great extent, your ‘cutting criteria’ are determined by your 
strategic choices. What is your main focus: efficiency, innovation or 
customer intimacy?

Note: In the digital age, your choices are less clear-cut than they used 
to be. You actually need to score at least a B+ on all three, and an A on 
one of them

1. Ensure That S&G Mirrors and Reinforces Your Strategy

Main Structure, ‘Cut’:
e Highest level structure: portfolios, numbers, sole or joint 

management, good governance check.
f Main structure: what is your organization’s main structure based on? 

Main structures: M = markets, C=customers, F= functionality, P=pro-
ducts, G=geographical areas, Ma=matrix.

g Number of layers, span of control
h Mandates

Governance, ‘Paste’:
a Management philosophy
b RRA: Roles, Responsibilities and Authority
c RACI matrix
d Team organization
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e Decision-making process
f Communication and consultation
g Planning and control
h KPI structure, 
i KPI-system, Balanced Business Scorecard
j Account management (corporate and regular)

HRM
a Management Development vision
b Job or position system
c Remuneration systems
d Job descriptions (width/depth)
e Skills and behavior
f Job performance and compensation
g Frequent behavior
h Employee satisfaction surveys

Corporate Culture
a Capacity for change
b Current culture
c Desired culture
d Behavioral issues (max. 5)
e Development interventions

3. Outline Your Current S&G

Qualitative and Quantitative

Note: Start out by creating a comprehensive overview of the current # of 
FTEs in your company, detailing positions and types of contract.  

Dysfunctional structures show clear symptoms:
a Execution is slow
b Decision-making or implementation is slow or of poor quality
c Organization responds neither innovatively nor quickly to changing 

environment
d Too many conflicts
e Coordination requires too much effort
f Monodisciplinary changes succeed, but multidisciplinary changes fail
g Large gap between projection and reality
h Gap between operations and support
i Gap between going concern and transformation
j Gap between operations and programs
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4. Don’t Design New Structures Right Off the Bat
Start from General S&G Design Principles and Narrow Them 
Down to Your Own Specific---Hard and Soft---Design

Design principles usually address:
k Focus & Effectiveness
l Simplicity and Clarity

m Affordability: within benchmarks for all metrics: number of levels, 
spans of control, etc.

n Responsibilities as far down the hierarchy as feasible, mandates as 
comprehensive as feasible

o Agility, Flexibility, Modernness
p Social Responsibility
q Scalability
r Focus on formulas / segments / P&Ls where necessary; shared 

process where possible
s Working Matrix
t Additional S&G design requirements depending on particular 

industry / issue / life cycle stage

5. CUT: Take the Classic Organizational Structures and Select 
the Ones That Apply to Your Organization

a First ‘cut’ (the main structure), then ‘paste’ (governance). The main 
structure should cover 80% of all interdependencies.

b Elaborate down to at least the second level below the highest level 
structure.

c Always take into account the following classic organizational 
structures:
• F = Functionality: the whole of human knowledge and skills with 

regard to specific activities
• D/P/SBU = Divisions/Products/Strategic Business Units: 

structure based on your organization’s output
• Ma = Matrix/Hybrid/Multifocus: the solution when D-F-G-hybrid 

structures don’t work well
• H = Horizontal: employees are grouped around core activities
• Other: G = Geographical and M= Market

d Analyze homogeneity/heterogeneity and variability in order to be 
able to make choices in your main structure. Apply logical design 
rules:
• One or more products relatively homogenous => internal 

differentiation
• Several products relatively heterogeneous => internal 

specialization
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• Relatively homogenous, stable, sustainable => relative 
consolidation

• Relatively heterogeneous, variable, temporary => relative 
decentralization

6. Distinguish Between Organizational Structure and Senior 
Management Structure.
Design the main organizational structure. Organizational structure needs 
to include three important elements:

a Organizational structure delineates formal levels and relationships of 
authority, including the number of levels in the hierarchy and the 
managers’ and supervisors’ span of control.

b Organizational structure determines how individuals are grouped 
into divisions and divisions into the organization as a whole.

c Organizational structure includes the design of systems for effective 
communication, coordination and integration of divisions.

Design the senior management structure. Make sure the key roles and 
portfolios are reflected at the board level: profession, sales, financial 
control, innovation, operations / executive management, strategy 
execution, etc.

Note: apart from the key roles, you also need to include overall positi-
oning and thought leadership, identity control, strategy development, 
execution portfolio, and so on.

7a. PASTE: Design Governance by Defining Horizontal and 
Vertical Coordination Structures.
The organization should be designed to expedite the vertical and 
horizontal flows of information in order to achieve overarching goals. 
Effective governance ensures more control over the achievement of goals.

Determine which type of coordination (= management) is appropriate:
a Mutual adjustment
b Direct supervision (foreman)
c Standardization of business processes
d Standardization of output
e Standardization of knowledge and skills (and norms and values)

Determine which horizontal coordination structures you need:
a Information systems
b Direct contact
c Ways of Working
a Task forces
b Shortcuts
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c Integration manager / liaison

Determine which vertical coordination structures you need:
a Hierarchic referral
b Planning and control
c Ways of Working
d Information systems

Fleshing out the basics
a Main structure, span of control, mandates, team organization, 

management philosophy, RRA, RACI, WALCI, decision-making 
process, communication and consultation, planning and control, 
Balanced Business Scorecard, Account  Management (corporate 
and regular), and so on.

7b. Get Better at Dealing with Constant Change Through 
Agile Strategy Execution. Become Intrinsically Flexible and 
Work Smarter Rather Than Harder

a Strategy: Clear vision, flexibility along the way. Short-term and 
long-term strategy are equally important. Iterative: developing, 
emergent rather than a blueprint. Time and resources spent: max 
20%.

b Business Model and Propositions: Single focus: customer value 
creation. Scope: entire value chain and network.

c Structure: Structured, but not fixed. Flexibility created by multidisci-
plinary teams and collaboration.

d Innovation Vision: Dualism: different speed for innovation, enabled 
by separate structure and IT.

e Processes: Harmonized wherever possible, flexible where necessary. 
Chain-level processes rather than department-level processes.

f Structure and Management: Small teams. Autonomy and freedom 
(‘carte blanche’). Rapid response to opportunities and threats, 
effective risk management and rapid iteration and adjustment based 
on success/failure. Decision making based on systematic data 
collection, analysis, interpretation and inference.

g Leadership: Letting go of the impulse to find the one and only 
solution and showing an ability to unify. 

h Culture and Workforce: Intrinsically motivated ownership, want to 
rather than have to. Self-management. Cross-disciplinarity is second 
nature.

i Execution Vision and Methods: Strategy equals execution. Strategy 
is based on evidence obtained from execution. Design an MVP, 
rapidly start executing, learn  from failure, adjust, scale up what 
works.

j Alignment: Across all configurations, every day.
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k Flexibility and Perseverance: The wisdom to know when to 
persevere and when to adjust strategy.

l Focus and Simplicity: The less ballast, the easier it is to pivot. 

8. Safeguard the Operation of Your Matrix
In any organization and in any type of structure, there is a matrix that 
has to be made operational. Hierarchical versus functional versus 
project-based versus matrices.

9. Align and Iterate the Other Business Model Elements
Other elements include Ways of Working, HRM, etc.
a Human Resources: Management Development vision, job or position 

system, remuneration systems, job descriptions (width/depth), skills 
and conduct, job performance and compensation, frequent 
behavior, employee satisfaction surveys. 

b Culture: capacity for change (see SECA.NU, Turner’s change 
management method), current culture/conduct, desired culture/
conduct, behavioral issues, development interventions, etc. 

10. For Every S&G Issue, Take Four Practical Steps 
a Step 1: Translate strategy into S&G design principles and decisi-

on-making criteria. 
b Step 2: Design three or at most four appropriate main structures and 

list their pros and cons. Choose one.
c Step 3: Elaborate the selected structure and flesh it out to a working 

management structure.
d Step 4: Make a comparative analysis with the current situation, align 

with interdependent changes (ways of working, job descriptions, IT, 
etc.) and draw up a realization plan. 
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THE 10 PRINCIPLES OF 
CULTURE AND 
BEHAVIORAL ISSUES

1. Focus on desirable behaviors
a Cultural development is not about defining organizational norms 

and values, but about stimulating desirable behavior. Putting energy 
into analyzing undesirable behavior is of no use. Instead, focus on 
fostering ethical and preferable behaviors. Stakeholders are owners. 
It is about their conduct and their underlying convictions and inten-
tions. They have a stake in their own personal development.

b Employee behavior is determined by several factors. Targeted inter-
ventions can help foster desirable behaviors. This pertains to coope-
rative style, leadership style, dealing with responsibilities, communi-
cation style and ways of calling co-workers out on undesirable 
behavior. 

c Edward Schein, an expert on organizational culture in the good 
sense of the word, argues, and substantiates, that the only way to 
achieve cultural development is through the development of actual 
behavior. Such development is effective only when tackling specific 
behavior in direct relationship to organizational goals and business 
processes, in other words, to content.

2. Goals and content come first
Designing culture and conduct, the soft side of business, pays off only 
in conjunction with hard goals and hard elements of strategy execution. 
Integrate soft design into your overall design by specifying the actual 
behavior people need to display in order for the designed process to 
really take off and by choosing interventions that can make that 
happen. Forget those inspirational plaques with your organization’s 
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core values. They have zero bearing on the day-to-day, or on 
innovation. Cultural development can only succeed when it is motivated 
by a need to concretize organizational strategy.

3. Realistic goals and ditto time horizon
Don’t extend the horizon of a cultural development program beyond 
what can realistically be achieved in two years. This is paradoxical: 
cultural development can’t be rushed, but neither should it be a free 
pass for some interminable project.

4. Cultural development does not exist 
Embark only on a cultural development program in conjunction with 
concrete goals linked to a strategic initiative. Never start a cultural 
program in isolation. Culture is what links all the other processes in the 
organization. Cultural development should go hand in hand with 
change in other areas of the organization.

5. Lead from the front 
Managers must be prepared to look at their own conduct and make 
changes; they are culture carriers too. Cultural development is a 
developmental process that affects the entire organization, not just the 
lower-level jobs.

6. Call it cultural development, not cultural change
Develop new behaviors (meanings) that fit the organization’s 
intentions.

7. Frequent, consistent communication
The organization’s views on desirable behaviors, areas of change and 
goals must be communicated frequently and consistently.

8. A cultural program should neither be too rigid, nor 
non-committal

Make sure the program is a journey rather than a fixed destination.

9. Operations come first
Keep it simple and use—not overburden—your line organization by 
using a slim design that you subject to a broad review and commu-
nicate very clearly.

10. Two-step design of soft elements
a Select a maximum of five behavioral themes. Each theme describes 

a type of conduct and the shift in behavior that will reinforce your 
goals and develop the culture. Your description must clearly 
connect the behavior to your hard goals and specify where in the 
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overall design – in which business process – the behavior in question 
needs to take place. Behavioral themes must have a one-to-one 
correspondence with your strategic objectives.

b Select a maximum of ten interventions. Defined as a conscious 
stimulus or activity related to a behavioral theme, an intervention is 
run parallel with the hard activities of a particular initiative to foster 
the behavior necessary to achieve your hard goal. To ensure impact 
and focus, stage no more than two interventions per behavioral 
theme.

Based on Edgar H Schein, The Corporate Survival Guide: Sense and 
Nonsense about Cultural Change. Jossey-Bass, 1999.


